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Halton Marine Hosts Prima Power
Customer Day in Finland

A

group of 30 Finnish Prima Power customers recently had an
interesting opportunity to visit Halton Marine, a Finnish ventilation
technology company that has systematically acquired the latest sheet
metal fabrication equipment to meet the requirements of producing
high-end products.
Prima Power and Halton have a long and successful history together.
-RXLIWYQQIVSJXLMWVIPEXMSRWLMTVIEGLIHERI[QMPIWXSRI
when Halton Marine Oy, Lahti, Finland, invested in a Prima Power
'SQFMPEWIVQEGLMRI04IJ GSQFMRIHTYRGLMRKERH½FIVPEWIV
cutting), equipped with an LSR loading and stacking robot. During the

Pekka Kyllönen (from Halton Marine) gave a tour around the
Halton Marine factory.

The guests were able to see the Combi laser machine,
LPe6f+LSR, in action.

IUYMTQIRXWIEVGLTVSGIWWSRISJXLIQEMRGVMXIVME[EWXLI¾I\MFMPMX]
SJXLIQEGLMRIIWTIGMEPP][LIRXLIWM^ISJXLITVSHYGXMSRFEXGLZEVMIW
from one part to hundreds of parts. Due to the strict quality and safety
criteria of Halton products, the machine would also have to be very
EGGYVEXIERHIJ½GMIRX8LIERW[IVXSEPPXLIWIVIUYMVIQIRXW[EWE
Prima Power laser punch. The LPe6f provides a high level of automation
and a wide range of forming properties, which were also assessed as
important criteria when purchasing the solution.

“The LPe6f provides a high level of automation
and a wide range of forming properties, which
were also assessed as important criteria when
purchasing the solution.”
“Halton Marine, which is a part of Halton Group, has big growth targets
JSVXLIRI\X½ZI]IEVWERHMRSVHIVXSEGLMIZIXLIQ[IRIIHXSQEOI
investments in the production facilities that support the goals set for
the business area in the best possible way,” explains Anu Nyman, SBU
Lahti director at Halton Marine Oy. “Only if the production logistics
EVI[SVOMRKWQSSXLP][MXLRSTVSFPIQWJVSQWXEVXXS½RMWLGER[I
provide our customers with high-quality end products, which also have
a good price/quality ratio. With this new investment, we aim to ensure
that none of the work stages of the production is going to cause a
bottleneck. The decision to invest in a Prima Power Combi laser has
proved to be right, as the machine has already achieved the goal set for
MX-XVIHYGIWXLITVSHYGXMSRXLVSYKLTYXXMQIWMKRM½GERXP][LMGLMWZIV]
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important for ensuring smooth production operation. The assembly
cannot wait for a single part; they must be ready on time when needed.
For us, the Prima Power Combi laser has clearly been the right choice.”

“The decision to invest in a Prima Power Combi
laser has proved to be right, as the machine has
already achieved the goal set for it. It reduces the
TVSHYGXMSRXLVSYKLTYXXMQIWMKRM½GERXP][LMGLMW
very important for ensuring smooth production
operation.”
Halton Marine provides indoor ventilation products and services
HIWMKRIHJSVWLMTFYMPHMRKSMPKEWREZEPERHIRIVK]QEVOIXW-R0ELXM
XLIGSQTER]QERYJEGXYVIWWYGLTVSHYGXWEW½VIERHLIEZ]HEQTIVW
galley hoods, cabin units, and water separators. Over 95% percent of
,EPXSR´WTVSHYGXMSRMWI\TSVXIH-REHHMXMSRXSXLI0ELXMJEGXSV],EPXSR
Marine also has a production unit in Shanghai, China.
±-am very pleased that so many customers were able to come and see
Prima Power machinery in action, in an actual production environment,”
WE]W%OM3NERIR4VMQE4S[IV´WZMGITVIWMHIRXSJWEPIW QEVOIXMRK±-X
was also nice to hear about the experiences that Halton Marine has
had with the Combi laser. The customers were very interested in the
parts manufactured with the LPe6f machine, and especially impressed,
since the quality of the manufactured parts is really high and precise.

The ability of automation to handle parts with such strict quality
requirements was also something that aroused interest.”
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LSR LN@CHMFAMCSS@BJHMFRNANS
The high-performance, portal-type loading and stacking robot, the LSR
TVSZMHIWI\XVIQIP]¾I\MFPIVIPMEFPIERHJYPP]EYXSQEXMGLERHPMRKSJVE[
material, ready parts and skeletons.

The sheet metal fabrication process is under a major change in most
parts of the world. Before, an individual punch and a laser were used,
but it makes more sense to combine different technologies and to
process even intricate components with one set-up and one program
in a highly-automated way. The LPef series combines servo-electric
TYRGLMRKERH½FIVPEWIVGYXXMRKXIGLRSPSKMIWMREQERYJEGXYVMRK
WSPYXMSRXLEXSJJIVWSYXWXERHMRK¾I\MFMPMX]WTIIHEGGYVEG]ERH
TVSHYGXMZMX]'SQFMRMRKHMJJIVIRXXIGLRSPSKMIWMWE½IPHSJWTIGMEPX]ERH
4VMQE4S[IVLEWWTIGMEPM^IHMRMX[MXLXLIPEWIVTYRGLWYGGIWWJYPP]JSV
25 years.
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The MRLIVIRXFIRI½XWSJWIVZSIPIGXVMGXIGLRSPSK]MRGPYHIIRIVK]
IJ½GMIRG]ZIVWEXMPMX]EGGYVEG]ERHPS[QEMRXIRERGIGSWXW8LMWEQSYRXW
to superior fabrication capabilities and operation economy, resulting in
remarkable savings. As the punching stroke is NC-controlled, in addition
to high performance punching, an outstandingly accurate forming
capacity is available. High repeatability facilitates forming, roll forming,
marking, etc., and shortens the set-up times. Performance values of
servo-electric punching are truly impressive. There is a wide selection of
optional equipment and features with which the standard machine can
FIGYWXSQM^IHXSQIIXWTIGM½GVIUYMVIQIRXW1SWXSJXLIQGEREPWS
be installed later as machine upgrades.

Hemmo Järvinen (from Timpro Oy) and Mika
Ahonen (from Prima Power) are scoping out a part
manufactured by LPe6f machine.

Anu Nyman and Aki Ojanen gave a warm welcome to all guests.

,NCDQM%HADQ+@RDQ

-XMWWEJIXSWE]XLEXXLI½FIVPEWIVLEWW[ITXXLIQEVOIXERHRS[
dominates, especially the cutting of thinner materials. Fiber technology
LEWEPWSIZSPZIH;MXLXLIPEXIWX4VMQE4S[IVMRRSZEXMSRXLEXSTXMQM^IW
XLILMKLFVMPPMERGIPEWIVFIEQHIPMZIV]½FIVGSPPMQEXSVERHETTPMGEXMSR
parameters, thicker materials can also be cut burr-free. When the
material is thin, it can now be cut at 120 m/min on a punch laser
GSQFMREXMSR4VMQE4S[IVWIXWERI[WXERHEVHJSV½FIVPEWIVGYXXMRK
4VMQE4S[IV04IJWIVMIWJIEXYVIWEQSHIVRO;O;SVO;½FIV
laser source with low energy consumption and with the need for laser
gases eliminated. Thus the LPef is a perfect example of the Prima Power
Green Means philosophy.

The ZIV]½VWXTEVXQERYJEGXYVIHF]04IJ
machine in Halton Marine.

Fire damper manufactured by Halton Marine.
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